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OPTICAL EMISSION SPEOTROCUENICAL ANALYSIS
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Institut fUr Spektrochemie und angewandte Spektroskopie,
4600 Dortmund IL, Federal Republic of Germany
Abstract - In optical emission spectrochemical analysis the analytical
signal consists of the emission line spectrum of the free gaseous atoms
Therefore a representative part of
or ions of the original sample.
the sample has to be brought into this radiative state with the help of
The unique role that the
the spectrochemical excitation source.
source plays is reflected in the first part of the lecture covering
amongst others the DO arc under the influence of external magnetic
fields, stabilized arc and spark discharges for improved precision
and accuracy, high repetition rate spark sources, electrical discharges
under reduced pressure especially the glow—discharge lamp according to
Grimm and laser sources for sampling and excitation respectively.
In the second part of the paper the present state and future aspects
of other parameters relevant to OES will be surveyed, i.e. spectral
apparatus (which is of much more significance in emission than in
atomic absorption spectroscopy), the unique properties of the photographic emulsion as radiation detector in combination with automatic
recording spectrum photometers and computerized handling of the data.
Finally an evaluation is made of the respective virtues Qf different
kinds of photo—electric radiation receivers, e.g. silicon photodiodes
and arrays composed of them, image detector tubes and television
camera tubes.
INTRODUCTION
Optical Emission Spectrochemical Analysis (OES) was for a long time one of the
main methods for industrial applications where high throughput of samples
combined with sufficient precision and power of detection was of paramount
As other competing methods have become available, e.g. atomic
importance.
absorption and atomic fluorescence spectrometry, X—ray spectrometry, activation
analysis, spark source mass spectrometry, there is justification in evaluating
the present importance and future aspects of OES.
For this purpose some of
its fundamental properties are first recalled:
1.

OES offers true multi—element analysis facility, i.e. the simultaneous.
determination of a large number of elements in a wide variety of sample
material, solid as well as liquid, electrically conducting as well as nonThis has led to the development of powerful universal methods.
conducting.

2.

Common to all emission methods and contrary to absorption methods a large
range of concentrations can be covered by a single measurement.

3.

OES is operated as a relative method.
It affords calibration with the
help of standard samples of known composition.

4.

100 mg can be considered as an unlimited
Small sample consumption.
amount of sample, 10 mg are usually sufficient, microsamples ranging from
0.01 to 1 tg can be analysed with the'help of special methods, e.g. using
lasers or microwave discharges.

5.

High specificity. The analytical results are unequivocal.
One element can be determined in the presence of many
High selectivity.
others.
This is a result of the high information capacity. Of the. large
number of spectral lines comparably few are needed.

6.

7.

The power of detgction is often satisfactory, limits of detection ranging
from 10—4 to l0 %, depending on element, matrix and radiation source.
Because of the high selectivity and good power
Fig. 1 gives an example.
of detection in many cases chemical pre—concentration may not be necessary.
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Fig. 1. Spectrochemical analysis of traces in graphite
8.

Precision may be of the order of 10% at low concentrations and about 1%
at medium and high concentrations, again depending on the analytical
problem and on the chosen procedure.

9.

Accuracy may be effected by matrix effects, but it can be high, especially
with some of the new methods, if calibration is done critically and the
scope of applicability carefully tested.
Because of the small sample consumption it can easily be combined with
chemical pre—treatment or enrichment procedures.

10.
11.

12.

13.

It may be used for the testing of other methods especially during the
course of their development.
It is also very useful as a rough, but
fast semi—quantitative method preceding other special methods aimed at
high power of detection or high precision.
OES is well suited for production control as large numbers of sufficiently
precise analyses can be executed in short times, once the whole procedure
has been worked out in all details, which may be tedious and time consuming.
Automatization and computerization is possible with a corresponding
increase of speed and reliability as well as a saving of manpower and
costs.
It is no question that in future analytical needs will rather
increase than decrease, e.g. due to the following reasons:

Increasing scarcity of raw materials, recycling of materials, tighter production
control to save precious materials, environmental protection.
Although OES is
an old established method and dramatic new developments therefore should not be
expected, it nevertheless happened that a recent revival of interest has led to
rather unexpected progress in all fields of OBS with some exciting things still
to come.
Recent progress and its relevance to future possibilities will be reported with
the help of some well—known key—words.
Because of the complexity of the subject
a rather personal selection has been made.
The analysis of liquids which is mostly done with the help of electrical flames
or plasmas is covered by another paper.
The analysis of gases by OES is rather
uncommon.
Therefore, this paper will mostly deal with the analysis of solids,

field of application where OES often offers unique solutions to complicated
analytical problems.
a

RADIATION SOURCE

The analytical signal, i.e. an emission line, is produced by the excitation of
free gaseous atoms or ions.
Therefore a representative part of the samples
has to be brought into this state.
The eminent role of the spectrochemical
radiation source in which this is done will be reflected in its rather more
extensive treatment.
The electrical DC—arc is still indispensable as the radiation source for the
analysis of electrically non—conducting powder samples, common in mineralogy,
geochemistry etc.
High power of detection combines with true multi—element
Numerous universal methods, some of
facility for a large variety of samples.

Emission spectroscopy
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which have been well known for a long time, offer rapid semi—quantitative
determination of numerous elements (e.g. 1,2,3).
Careful investigation into
chemical and physical properties has resulted in improved versions (e.g. 4,5,6,7).
By applying homogeneous as well as inhomogeneous magnetic fields to the DC-arc
better power of detection, higher precision and better control of sample
evaporation has been achieved (8,9) Fig. 2.
Much larger amounts of samples
than otherwise possible can be consumed.
Therefore application in mineralogy
and geochemistry, especially for the analysis of heterogeneous samples, is
recommended.
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2

Schematic view of the magnet and DC-arc -

spQctrograph system (Courtesy authors) (8)

In another DC—arc version, i.e. the Goi'don arc, careful control of excitation
conditions has led to the development of a fast universal method for the
analysis of small solid and liquid random samples, combining high absolute
power of detection with a precision described by about 10% relative standard
deviation.
One of its many unusual and interesting features is shown in Fig. 3,
the effectiveness of intensity control rather than current control of the

i.e.
arc.

ThQ direct analysis of powders using arc or spark excitation has not become
very popular outside the USSR and some other countries in Eastern Europe. An
example is shown in Fig. 4.
This may be due to some disadvantages of these
methods, i.e. incomplete vaporization of the small particulates during the
short time of residence in the hot plasma.
Whereas it is difficult to obtain very fine grain powders by grinding which
are necessary for reliable direct analysis, it has now become possible to directly
produce aerosols, at least from metals, with very smallgrains (Fig. 5).
The aerosol can then be analysed with the help of almost any radiation source,
e.g. with the induction coupled plasma.
A hand-held aerosol generator for
remote analysis has recently become commercially available which can be used
within about 17 m distance from the excitation source and spectral apparatus
With such a device large objects can be analysed in situ.
(Fig. 6).
Spark discharges are generally used for high precision analyses of metals,
mostly in production control.
Until recently because of matrix effects the
range of samples which could be analysed with the help of one set of analytical
curves was rather restricted.
By remelting the surface of the sample in high
power, unidirectional, medium voltage, pre-spark discharges in Ar-atmosphere (12),
sometimes combined with a higher repetition rate (13), matrix effects could be
drastically reduced and calibration made much easier.
Originally developed
for the analysis of steel, this method has also been very successfully applied
to the analysis of aluminium and its alloys (14).
Metal analyses with a
relative standard deviation of 1 to 2% belong to industrial routine, less than
1% are obtainable in favourable cases.
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There are, however, two restrictions which should be mentioned,
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1.

5

Mg-determination in Al—alloys
using a glow-discharge lamp

The radiation output is lower
than that of other sources,
therefore requiring longer
exposure times if used with
spectrographic equipment. No
such limitation will be experienced
with photo—electric apparatuses.
The sample consumption is rather
low, of the order of 0.3 mg/mm
with customary equipment. This
may limit the determination of
traces in heterogeneous powders
(30,31) because of possible
large signal fluctuations due to
the small number of grains. The
guarantee of purity may be much
higher than the formally determined limit of detection (see
Table 2, last column).
The precision at medium or low
concentrations may then also be
lower than with homogeneous
These are the same
samples.
limitations as known with X-ray
fluorescence methods. Under such
circumstances it may be necessary
to homogenize the material prior
to analysis by fusing.

Contrary to most other
excitation sources the
spectroscopically more
uncommon elements,
____________
Standard
Relative
mentioned above can be
Weight
e
concen—
Element
deviation standard
determined in the same
LA]
(+)
deviation(+)
way as all other elements
— ____________
if their analytical lines
Ni
0.28
0.7
3461 20—40
in the vacuum ultra violet
Cr
0.086
4254 0.01—20
0.5
region between 1100 and
Fe
0.8
2599 5—50
0.39
are used. Working
2000
Co
1.0
3502 0.01—45
0.48
gases
having
a higher
Mo
0.07
3864 4—10
0.7
ionisation potential than
W
0.02
0.4
4302 0.01—5
argon, enable the determinaTi
1.0
0.01
4533 0.01—1
tion of Br, Cl, F, I, 5, Se,
Mn
0.1—1
0.007
0.7
4033
As and Te with the help of
2881 0.2-0.6
Si
0.7
0.004
analytical lines of high
Be
2348 0.2—0.8
0.003
0.5
excitation potential in
C
1651 0.02
0.0003
1.3
the visible region of the
S
0.6
1807 0.007
0.00004
__________
spectrum (32). The power
of detection of glow
(+) Referred to the highest concentration
discharge methods can be
improved by an additional
cross excitation similar to that in a hollow cathode high intensity lamp
(Fig. 11) (33).
An interesting new technique for the analysis of surfaces has recently been
reported (34,35), which in some way is related to the glow discharge method.
It makes use of the radiation emitted by the excited atoms which leave the
surface as a result of an ion bombardment in high vacuum. Fig. 21 shows the
experimental set-up, taken from (35).
TABLE 1.

The analysis of high alloy steel
using the Grimm glow discharge
lamp (26)

LASER
Laser is a non—electric radiation source.
Therefore, electrically conducting,
as well as electrically non—conducting materials, can be analysed directly.
The method is by now well known and the subject of a book (36) and
comprehensive reports (e.g. 37). The application possibilities comprise local
analysis with a spatial resolution of 10 — 20 m, micro analysis and representative analysis of macro samples with little matrix effects (Fig. 12) (38) and
high precision, if a number of shots are superimposed (39).
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led to the development of spectral instruments operating sequentially.
However, for trace analysis they should allow the simultaneous measurement
of th spectral background (48).
Computer controlled high resolution step
motors enable the construction of versatile monochromators which can easily be
adapted to changing analytical needs and offer greater flexibility than
polychromators (49), but perhaps at the expense of some loss of precision.
The introduction of two—dimensional photo—electric radiation detectors into
OES has fostered the development of echelle spectrometers, in which dispersion
in two directions perpendicular to each other results in a two—dimensional
spectrum.
With the latter photo—electric measuring devices it is the resolving power
of the apparatus which matters whereas the linear dispersion is of secondary
Therefore, these spectrometers can be built small and compact
importance.
to the advantage of thermal and mechanical stability.
Focal lengths of 20
to 50 cm are common.
Variation of intensity ratios with matrix in laser probe
spectra (41)

TABLE 4.

El ment

Intensity ratios

Spectral

line ()

BaF2

Al203

Co I

2587.2

0.46

Cr
Cr
Fe
Fe

II

2766.5

1.30

0.61
1.28

II

3124.9

1.49

II

2599.4
2611.8

1.89
1.20

II

Mn II
Mn II

2933.0

2.32

3441.9

1.44

Fe I

3021.0

1.00

Mn I

3228.0

Mo I
Ni I

3170.3

1.30
1.44
1.85

3437.2

1.57
1.89
1.13
2.09
1.47
0.81

Yb203

0.54
1.23
1.49
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I
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laser beam
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Fig. 13

Microwave excitation of laser- Fig. 14
produced vapour plume
Resonant cavity (H102)

Si

Ca4- Py
Fe*
Direct reading spectrochemical
analysis of cement raw material
using laser excitation
(Courtesy authors) (42)

RADIATION DETECTORS
The photographic emulsion has some unique properties, e.g.
1.
It is a two—dimensional radiation receiver permitting spatial as well as
intensity discrimination.
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2.

3.
4.
5.

K. LAQUA

It has an almost unlimited integration capability.
High inherent amplification, i.e. only a few radiation quanta make a silver
halide grain of about i m developable.
A photographic record can be stored indefinitely and re—examined at will.
Its information capacity is unsurpassed.
Background intensity measurements as afforded in trace analysis can easily
be made.

3/4 Wave 8mm OD Plasma
Quartz Cell

Cavity j
I
Ar
Out _________________

(Vent)'
Spark /

Cavity Tuning
Stub
FIotQu:rtz

I

______

/
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I
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___________________

Electrode
Spark
Generator

Current
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I

I
Droplet of
/Sample Solution L

/
I ([1rc

_____________

1

Sample in

Ar Out
(Vent)

Autosampler

Gap
((mm)
(Cathode)
Anode
ElectrodJJj
Argon
Microarc
In
Supply

Fig. 15 Microwave excitation of small samples
Microarc and plasma cell, showing the
microarc electrode configuration
(Courtesy authors) (43)

Therefore, the photo—
graphic emulsion is still
at least equivalent to
other methods as regards
power o± detection as
long as the available
amount o± sample is
unlimited, whereas, with
limited sample amount,
photo- electric devices
can be much superior.
Against these virtues
must be put the following
disadvantages:
1. Processing and evalu—
ating affords much time
and highly skilled
personnel. Therefore,
speed and throughput
of samples is rather
limited.
2. The obtainable precision is only 3 — 5%.

Understandably efforts have been made to overcome some of the drawbacks.
Improvement is possible in two ways:
1.

The photographic plate is measured as customary with a spectrum line
photometer but the time consuming and tedious calculations afterwards are
In this way extensive calculation
performed with the help of a computer.
and correction procedures can be used and more information can be taken
into account for the actual analysis (50,51,52). On a smaller scale such
calculations can be done on some of the new programmable pocket or desk
calculators. The instructive but slow and cumbersome calculating boards
are a thing of the past.

2.

Much more time and manpower can be saved, and more information contained
on the photographic emulsion taken into account, if the manual photometry
is replaced by automatic photometry using a programmable recording photometer with automatic transfer of data into a computer (53 — 57).. With
such a combination the complete time for measuring and evaluating a plate
with 20 spectra can be as short as 30 mm. A revival of photographic
analysis procedures is thus possible.
Unfortunately, the complete
equipment is then rather expensive and therefore such methods have to
compete with some of the new photo—electric methods.

In OES the radiation flux through the
Photo-electric radiation detectors.
spectrometer is usually of such a strength that even with limited amounts of
sample a large number of quanta are available for intensity measurement.
Therefore, with photomultiplier tubes the relevant source of noise is signal
Consequently, time multiplexing methods offer little advantage, if
noise.
Almost the same applies to photon counting.
any.
Photo—electric intensity measurement is either done in connection with a mono—
chromator, i.e. in a single channel sequential mode or with a polychromator.
In the latter case true simultaneous measurement which is much better suited
Because of the rather limited
to multi—element analysis is accomplished.
number of signal channels such methods are restricted to routine analyses of
similar samples.
The sample throughput can be very high.
New developments offer promising extensions of the photo—electric measuring
techniques, which eventually may lead to procedures combining the high informa—
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the

It therefore has all the advantages of such a system:
photocathode.
very low dark current because of the small cathode, large dynamic range,
It is possible
high sensitivity, high internal low—noise amplification.
to count single photons. The electrical signals obtained by sequential
readout (usually done in a random excess mode) are transferred into a computer
and there suitably evaluated (63).
A complete computer integrated system
It is best suited for
has recently become commercially available (Fig. 18).
radiation sources stable in time, e.g. flames, plasmas, glow discharges. Such
systems apparently are extremely versatile and should find many applications.

2. Television camera
type detectors.
A number of systems
have been described
in which part of the
spectrum produced by
a customary spectral
instrument is projected onto the light
sensitive photo—
conductor or dielectric—storage
layer of such a
detector tube. The
optical image is first
transduced into an
analogous electrical
charge pattern which
may be integrated
over some time and
Fig. 18
Image dissection echelle spectrometer
then finally read out
(Reproduced from a prospectus of the
sequentially, either
manufacturer Scandia AB)
by raster or by
random access scanning
respectively (which however presents some difficulties)(57,64,65). The readout
signals are stored in a computer and again suitably evaluated. These systems
offer true simultaneous measurement and therefore multi—element facilities
similar to those with photo emulsions.
(One such system is known under the
trade name OMA, i.e. Optical Multi—channel Analyzer). A number of instruments,
mostly in combination with vidicon camera tubes of different properties have
been described recently.
Much better use of TV camera tubes can be made if
again an echelle spectrometer is used.
A complete computer—controlled instrument having a resolution of 1000 by 1000 pixels (picture elements) has recently
been described (Fig. l9)(66).

Fig. 19

Block diagram of computerized TV emission
spectrograph

Unfortunately, until
now these instruments
suffer from a number
of disadvantages:
appreciable noise, no
linear transfer
characteristics, low
dynamic range. Silicon vidicons with a
two—dimensional array
of discrete photo—
diodes offer an
already better performance than most other
types of television
camera tubes, which
after all are
designed and built
for quite different

purposes. Tubes

designed and constructed for use in
spectroscopy could yield much better results.
In the immediate future
significant improvements can be expected and consequently instruments which
could replace customary photographic spectrographs.
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CONCLUSION
Finally a technique should be mentioned which is somewhat out of the normal
way but which for special applications offers great simplicity of instrumentation, i.e. the use of resonance fluorescence detectors (67). Suitably
modulated in connection with one of the stable excitation sources very compact single or multichannel spectrometers can be constructed without any
The principle of such a system is shown in
dispersing element (68,70).
Figure 20.

DUAL

GATE
DIFFERENTIAL
GENERATOR GATED INTEGRATOR

LT I PLE

QUART

FOCUSSING7 TO PUMPING tARGET
HOLDER
SYSTEM
LENS

Fig. 20 Dual-gated integration
resonance fluorescence detector system (Courtesy
authors)

Fig.

21 Schematic diagram of the IBSCA
(Ion—beam sputtering spectro—
chemical analysis) apparatus
Courtesy authors) (35)

To conclude, it is hoped that this survey has shown the rather exciting
progress which is being made in all fields of OES. As he was in the past the
analyst will in the future remain in a position to cope successfully with new
challenges.
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